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Abstract
Phylanx is an asynchronous array processing toolkit which transforms Python and NumPy operations into code which can be executed in parallel on HPC resources by mapping Python and NumPy functions and variables into a dependency tree executed by HPX, a general purpose, parallel, task-based runtime system written in C++. In this poster, we present early results that compare our implementation of widely used machine learning algorithms to accepted NumPy standards.

Performance Results

Phylanx program flow: Phylanx frontend generates an AST (PhySL) of the decorated Python code. The AST could be directly passed to the compiler to generate the execution tree or, optionally, fed to the optimizer first and then the compiler. Once the Kernel is invoked, Phylanx triggers the evaluation of the execution tree on HPX. After finishing the evaluation, the result is returned in Python.

Visualization of AST using Traveler Tool
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